Research Reproducibility

- Computational reproducibility checks: 11 papers reviewed
- Reproducible research trainings: 28 sessions delivered
- Data publication support: 16 datasets prepared for publication
- DIME research standards

Events & Capacity Building

- Manage Successful Impact Evaluations
- Measuring Development Conference
- Transparency, Reproducibility, and Credibility: A Research Symposium
- Research Assistant Onboarding Course
- RA and FC Continuing Education
- Bootcamps: real-time adoption of best practices on Data security | Reproducible research

DIME Wiki
- 95,000 total users and 188,890 page views from 200 countries

Research Data in Practice
- A resource guide on development data work

iętoolkit
- 617 downloads in May 2020

ięfieldkit
- 133 downloads in May 2020
- Publication in Stata Journal

Project support

Data work
- Support safe data transfer, storage and handling
- Quarterly peer code review for 26 projects
- Office hours for RAs & FCs
- World Bank GitHub account management
- Ad hoc project support

Recruitment
- Technical onboarding for 26 new Research Assistants and Field Coordinators in 2020
- Internship Application Dashboard created
- Coordinated STC Batch Hiring
- 143 software tests graded (Stata, R, Python, ODK)

Surveys
- 9 survey reviews (procurement, survey design, programming, etc.)
- 235 DIME survey documents compiled
- World Bank SurveyCTO server management

122 hours of ad-hoc support in FY20